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CHERISH

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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Craftsmanship
Comfort Quality

Taking a nap at noon is a good habit to maintain 
high efficiency at work, however, most sofas 
currently available in the market are not suitable for 
sleeping. Aiming to solve this problem, Sunon has 
developed Cherish, a sitting & lying dual-purpose 
sofa, to meet the need of daily reception and noon 
breaks in office and to provide more possibilities.                       
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Craftsmanship
Relaxation
Comfort
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Concise,
but 
not Simple

Modern, as the soft fine leather and the hard 
metal legs are mixed and matched; high-
quality, as its main frame is built with superior 
pine wood; eye-catching, as it’s embedded with 
stainless steel decorative bars; user-friendly, 
as the headrest is detachable and optional 
according to individual needs. 
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We know that in this intense working 
environment, what you really need is a cozy 
place for taking a good nap at noon breaks. 
However, modern offices are very limited in 
space, and it’s never a good idea to simply 
put a bed there. No worries, Cherish is always 
there for you. Cherish Sofa, for sitting, for 
lying, and for a nice rest. 

Cherish Your Energy , 
Relieve Your Fatigue

130°, Art of Noon Break

With the widened 30cm armrests as pillows, the ergonomically-
designed 130° curve perfectly fitting human cervical spine, and 
highly-resilient moulded foam of exactly the right level of softness, 
Cherish will take you into a sweet sweet dreamland in no time.
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运筹帷幄之中，决胜千里之外！

Break for 10 minutes, energy for 
the whole afternoon.

Work in your office, and win the case 
thousands of miles away!                        

ELITE
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Sit or Lie Down as You Want 
                   
The seat depth could be easily switched between 
2 levels. 53cm, for receiving guests, for treating 
friends; 105cm, for taking a break, for having a 
nap. Different seat depths, different life modes. 

Craftsmanship

Various Material, Multiple Choice

Concise and elegant, it is an artwork of straight 
lines and right angles, as well as blocks and 
planes. Using linen as surface material, it adds 
a stylish air to the environment. 

Multiple choice
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45
Heating

c

55
Heating

c

50
Heating

c

Never neglect the harmful effect coldness might 
bring to your back and lumbar. Cherish, embedded 
with a far-infrared heating device, will serve as 
your personal health guard in cold days. The new 
carbon-fiber heating wire could achieve a rapid 
heating within 3 minutes, and the high temperature 
prevention system will automatically cut off power 
after 30 minutes.

Charming
and Warming
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Sofa

Material

Half Leather

Leather with Waterborne Finishing

ZP9815 ZP2440 ZP553 ZP201ZP9922

TP-PV50

ZP9817

TP-PV10 TP-PV12 TP-PV52 TP-PV14 TP-PV29 TP-PV23

TP-ZP23B

Nappa

TP-ZP21H TP-ZP50H

SX92.1.1/CN+SX94.1
W1200*D910*H830*430(mm)

SX93.3/CN+SX95.1

W2250*D1060*H790*430(mm)

650 550

SX92.3/CN+SX95.1
W2250*D910*H830*430(mm)

SX94.1.CN/WP/MR
W550*D125*H450(mm)

SX95.1.CN/WP/MR
W650*D125*H450(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


